Data Protection
8 New Rights & Freedoms
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The General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) will be in
force from May 2017. The individual’s new rights are
highlighted below with a comment about how good Data
Governance and a Datavault Data Warehouse will assist.

1

Right to be informed
You must clearly and simply specify how you
will use personal data.
Good data governance will mean that carefully
considered privacy notices are provided to
explain who is processing, why, for how long,
where the data is from, etc.

2

Right of access
You must respond to a “subject access
request” for free within 30 days confirming
what data you hold.
A Data Warehouse for personal data will show
where data is held and will be an enabler for
viewing and exposing information automatically,
quickly and accurately.

3

Right to rectification
You must rectify inaccurate or incomplete
information within a month (or 2 months if
complex). Including data passed to 3rd parties
(+ tell the subject about the 3rd parties
involved).
The Datavault approach to data loading means
that data is loaded ‘as is’ so you know what
you knew and when as a timed event. The
source of inaccuracies can be readily identified
and changes facilitated. Understanding where
data has come from and gone to is a core
principle.

4

Right to erasure
“to be forgotten”
There is a right to request deletion of personal
data where there is no compelling reason to
continue to hold it (there are some). Where
this data has been passed to 3rd parties the
request must be passed on.
To delete data, you first need to know where
it resides. Having a central record facilitates
the processes for automated, efficient deletion
of records wherever they reside. View data
and then view that it has gone.

5

Right to restrict processing
This where a data subject doesn’t want data
erased or you are considering whether or not
data should be erased.
Data may be processed in multiple
applications a single point of load allows for a
filter before data is passed to multiple
applications. The Data Warehouse will allow
tagging of data that is still legitimately
processed and preventing processing
elsewhere.

6

Right to data portability
This allows a customer to request you take a
copy of their data and pass it on, in a common
format, to another organisation.
A Datavault warehouse will facilitate knowing
what data you have and standardise the
export formats (APIs) for different
organisations and reporting when rights have
has been exercised.

7

Right to object
This gives the right to object to processing on
grounds relating to their particular situation.
Data governance procedures should be
automated. A Datavault Warehouse has
filters to restrict processing, avoiding
expensive time consuming manual processes
but allowing for ad hoc human
intervention.

Automated decisions &
8 profiling Rights
Profiling involves algorithms to evaluate or
predict behaviour or preferences. These rights
are designed to safeguard individuals against
damage from decisions taken without human
intervention and allow to get an explanation
and challenge it.
To delete data, you first need to know
where it resides. Having a central record
facilitates the processes for automated,
efficient deletion of records wherever they
reside. View data and then view that it has
gone.
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